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Animation, Small Multiples, and the Effect of
Mental Map Preservation in Dynamic Graphs
Daniel Archambault Member, IEEE , Helen C. Purchase, and Bruno Pinaud
Abstract—In this paper, we present the results of a human computer interaction experiment that compared the performance of the
animation of dynamic graphs to the presentation of small multiples and the effect that mental map preservation had on the two
conditions. Questions used in the experiment were selected to test both local and global properties of graph evolution over time.
The data sets used in this experiment were derived from standard benchmark data sets of the information visualization community.
We found that small multiples gave significantly faster performance than animation overall and for each of our five graph comprehension
tasks. In addition, small multiples had significantly more errors than animation for the tasks of determining sets of nodes or edges added
to the graph during the same timeslice, although a positive time-error correlation coefficient suggests that, in this case, faster responses
did not lead to more errors. This result suggests that, for these two tasks, animation is preferable if accuracy is more important than
speed. Preserving the mental map under either the animation or the small multiples condition had little influence in terms of error rate
and response time.
Index Terms—Dynamic Graph Drawing, Small Multiples, Animation, Mental Map Preservation, Evaluation
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamic graph drawing deals with the problem of depicting
a graph that evolves over time. Dynamic graph drawing
algorithms typically represent the evolving graph as a series
of timeslices. A timeslice encodes the structure of the graph
at a given time. The timeslices, also known as the sequence of
graphs, are often placed in chronological order, demonstrating
graph evolution.
The majority of dynamic graph drawing algorithms have
been designed with an animation of the sequence of graphs as
their output in mind ([4], [12], [15], [25]). In an animation
of a dynamic graph sequence, the positions of nodes are
interpolated between timeslices and nodes that have been
added or removed are faded in or out of the drawing.
At the same time, the notion of preserving the mental map
is often mentioned as a desirable feature of dynamic graph
drawing algorithms. A dynamic graph drawing algorithm that
preserves the mental map ([11], [23]) attempts to keep
the same overall shape to the diagram while moving as few
nodes as possible as little as possible. For animation, mental
map preservation seems to make sense as the user does not
need to spend as much time keeping track of nodes, thus
facilitating readability. However, recent experiments suggest
that mental map preservation may not play as significant a
factor as previously anticipated ([27], [29]).
In the information visualization community, small multiples
has been in use for many years to display dynamically evolving
data. In a small multiples approach [30], a matrix of images
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shows the differences between objects. In the case of dynamic
data, each image in the matrix is a timeslice. Users are
able to see and compare all timeslices at the same time. A
small multiples approach has been applied to many problems
in information visualization [30]. However, it is not often
applied to dynamic graph drawing, and, as far as we know, its
effectiveness in this domain has yet to be evaluated.
Animating a series of dynamic graphs seems to have the
advantage that the entire screen can be devoted to the drawing
of the graph. Also, it seems that animating transitions between
timeslices may help users understand how the graph structure
evolves. However, only one timeslice can be seen at a time
and the user often needs to interact with the system to see
how the graph evolves if they wish to change the direction of
the animation.
Small multiples seems to have the advantage that all times-
lices can be seen at once. However, it may be difficult to
understand how the graph evolves between timeslices, because
no animated transition exists. Also, the screen space devoted
to each drawing of the graph is far less than the entire screen.
In this experiment, our first research question is:
• Which approach, animation or small multiples, is best for
reading graphs that evolve over time?
In addition, we investigate a secondary question:
• Does preserving the mental map help in the readability of
graphs that evolve over time in both animated and small
multiples displays?
The contribution of this paper is empirically-based results
on the relative worth of animation and small multiples and
the effect of the preservation of the mental map. In this
experiment, our method of assessing graph readability is based
on a range of questions: local questions (e.g. the structure
around one or two nodes), connection questions (e.g. paths
between nodes), and global questions (e.g. overall structure of
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the graph). The data sets were drawn from benchmark data
sets established by the information visualization community.
2 PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK
The previous work to this experiment is varied and spans at
least three research areas. Many researchers in graph drawing
have looked at the problem of drawing a series of dynamically
evolving graphs with the intended output as an animation. A
sample of these algorithms is presented in Section 2.1. Also,
there are experiments that have looked at the effect of the
mental map on the readability of a sequence of graphs evolving
over time. In Section 2.2, we look at these studies. Finally,
a variety of research communities have examined the benefits
of animation and have compared animation to small multiples.
Section 2.3 presents this work. Section 2.4 presents a summary
of what we found in previous and related work.
2.1 Dynamic Graph Drawing Algorithms
The field of dynamic graph drawing conveys evolving graphs
over time. The majority of these algorithms were developed
with the intent that the output of the algorithm would be
an animation. However, many of these algorithms could be
adapted to present their output with small multiples.
The problem of drawing dynamic graphs and trees has
been considered since the early nineties ([9], [24]). North [25]
described one of the first dynamic graph drawing algorithms
where an evolving directed acyclic graph is drawn in a
hierarchical manner. Subsequently, Brandes and Wagner [7]
studied dynamic, undirected graph drawing using a Bayesian
and force-directed approach. Diehl and Görg [10] created
graph drawing algorithms for dynamically evolving, undi-
rected graphs by constructing a supergraph which is drawn
beforehand and encodes all graphs of the time sequence. Görg
et al. [17] also considered dynamically evolving orthogonal
and hierarchical drawings of graphs. Erten et al. [12], in their
Graphael system, apply a force-directed algorithm to derive
animations. In their approach, inter-timeslice edges link the
same node across the series of timeslices. The stiffness of
these edges can be tuned to limit the movement of nodes and,
therefore, adjust how much of the mental map is preserved.
Force-directed methods that encode the mental map as a
weighting function on the nodes have also been implemented
in the information visualization community ([14], [15]). Ad-
ditionally, other works have extended spectral graph drawing
techniques to dynamic graphs [6], visualized dynamically
evolving cluster hierarchies [20], and visualized dynamically
evolving computer networks ([4], [5]).
Even though animation has been used extensively in the
dynamic graph drawing literature, some dynamic graph visu-
alization systems have been designed with a small multiples
approach in mind. Chi and Card [8] present a system based on
small multiples for the visualization of dynamically evolving
web sites. In this work, an interface similar to a spreadsheet
presents the evolution of structural and attribute information
associated with the nodes and edges. Archambault [1] presents
a technique for depicting the structural differences between
two graphs using graph hierarchies. In this approach, the union
of two graphs is computed and the nodes and edges that
appear in only one graph, the other graph, or both graphs are
grouped into metanodes, depicting the evolution of high-level
structure in the graph. Although the approach only depicted the
structural differences between a pair of graphs, the technique
could be extended to visualize a series of timeslices using a
small multiples approach.
The majority of these approaches were developed with an
animation as the intended output. However, the output of many
of these algorithms could be equally represented using small
multiples. In our study, we use the approach of Erten et al. [12]
as the algorithm handles undirected graphs and has a mental
map parameter that is easily tuned by varying the stiffness of
inter-timeslice edges.
2.2 Evaluation of Mental Map Preservation
Several studies have focused on determining the effect of the
mental map on the readability of dynamic graph drawing algo-
rithms, under the assumption that the output is an animation.
Purchase et al. [26] presented a study which examined the
effect mental map preservation has on dynamic graph drawing
readability. In this work, the authors considered dynamically
evolving directed acyclic graphs drawn in a hierarchical man-
ner using the algorithm of Görg et al. [17]. The authors
found that the mental map was important for questions which
required nodes of the graph to be identified by name, but less
important for questions that focus on edges or do not require
nodes to be differentiated from each other.
Subsequently, Saffrey et al. [29] investigated two new men-
tal map preserving dynamic graph layout algorithms. These
algorithms were based on force-directed approaches that limit
the movement of nodes by geometric restriction. The results
of this study suggested that preserving the mental map by
restricting node movement can actually be harmful to diagram
readability, especially when significant node overlap occurs.
Purchase et al. [27] performed an evaluation of the impor-
tance of the mental map in dynamic graph drawing, using
Graphael [12]. In this study, the authors compared sequences
of graphs exhibiting a high, medium, and low degree of mental
map preservation. The study found, surprisingly, that the
extremes (high and low mental map preservation) performed
better than the medium condition. The authors suggest that
this result may be due to the nature of the dynamic graphs
used in the experiment, which maintained the same nodes but
changed the number of edges significantly between timeslices.
With such graphs, the compromise between layout quality and
node movement in the medium condition appears to be worse
than the high mental map (little node movement), and the low
mental map (good layout quality in each timeslice).
In this study, we investigate the effect that preserving the
mental map has on dynamic graph readability in both anima-
tion and small multiples presentations. Using Graphael [12],
we test the mental map parameter by comparing performance
using a dynamically evolving sequence of graphs that pre-
serves the mental map with one that does not.
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2.3 The Effectiveness of Animation
Many communities have performed experiments to determine
the effectiveness of animation for communicating dynamically
evolving data with varying results. This section starts with
a brief description of some of the studies reporting on the
benefits of animation. Subsequently, we present two recent
experiments that compared small multiples and animation
directly.
2.3.1 The Benefits of Animation
A number of papers support the idea that animation can
be beneficial for the purposes of visualization. Bartram and
Ware [3] argued that objects that move similarly, even if
they are actually very far apart, tend to be grouped together.
Subsequently, Ware et al. [33] provide evidence that similarly
moving nodes and edges in a drawing create a pop-out effect
from a very large and potentially cluttered background. On the
other hand, works such as Tversky et al. [31] have countered
many studies which have found animation to be beneficial.
However, the work acknowledged that animation may be an
effective way of presenting transitions.
2.3.2 Comparing Animation and Small Multiples
Two recent experiments have directly compared small mul-
tiples to animation for dynamic data. We describe these
experiments below.
Griffen et al. [18] described an experiment that suggests
animation can be helpful in discovering space-time clusters.
In their experiment, moving clusters of coloured hexagons
were represented both using animation and small multiples
techniques. The animation depicted the hexagons evolving
over time while the small multiples technique showed six
timeslices. Their experiment found that animation was sig-
nificantly more accurate and faster in detecting these clusters
against background noise when compared to small multiples.
Robertson et al. [28] compared animation, trace line, and
small multiples visualization techniques on multi-dimensional
data, similar to the type of data used in the Gapminder pre-
sentations of Hans Rosling [16]. In their experiment, various
United Nations statistics for several countries were presented
using these three techniques. The animation condition pre-
sented an animated bubble chart of the data evolving over
time. The traces condition mapped out the path of each country
during animation. Finally, the small multiples approach placed
the trace line of each country inside its own frame. The authors
found that animation was the least effective form for analysis.
Both small multiples and trace lines were significantly faster
than animation, and small multiples was significantly more
accurate.
2.4 Summary
Few dynamic graph drawing approaches use a small mul-
tiples for the visualization of dynamic graphs, even though
small multiples may be more useful than animation for some
tasks. Empirical research can help identify those circumstances
where small multiples should be used.
If animation is used for visualizing dynamic graphs, there
is relatively strong evidence that preserving the mental map
does not help task performance, although these results have
not been tested with the small multiples approach.
Other studies, using a variety of different data types, show
that animation can outperform small multiples, while others
claim the opposite. The types of dynamic data tested in these
experiments are very different ([18], [28]). Whether or not an
approach based on small multiples, animation, or combination
of the two is suitable seems to heavily depend on the type of
dynamic data being visualized.
3 THE EXPERIMENT
In order to compare animation and small multiples as tech-
niques for the visualization of dynamic graphs, as well as
gauge the effect of the mental map, we performed a within
subject experiment. We performed a 2 condition (animation
vs. small multiples) × 2 factor (with vs without mental map)
× 2 data set (Threads2 and Vast) × 5 question design1.
Our two data sets did not differ substantially in size.
3.1 Experimental Overview
The experiment interface consisted of a single view of the
dynamic graph, either an animation view or a small multiples
view, and a question on the right hand side of the screen. The
question was visible for the duration of the task. As seen in
Figs. 1 and 2, four radio buttons appear on the right hand side
of the interface. The participants selected a radio button to
indicate their answers and then confirmed their response by
clicking the button at the bottom of the screen.
All experiments were conducted in the same quiet, window-
less room and on the same machine. They were conducted
individually, with only the participant and the experimenter
present. A thirty inch Apple Cinema display (operating at
1920× 1440) was used so that graph elements in this data
set would be maximally visible.
3.2 Data Sets
We used two standard information visualization data sets in
this experiment. Nine timeslices of each were selected from
these larger data sets. We found that these nine timeslices
were large enough to make the tasks challenging and allowed
us to make full use of the screen in the small multiples
condition by presenting the data in a 3× 3 matrix in a way
that was still readable. A nine timeslice graph was also still
large enough to represent noticeable evolution of information;
fewer timeslices would have limited the extent of evolution
that could be depicted.
Threads2, used in the work of Frishman and Tal [15], is
a graph that represents online newsgroup discussions. Nodes
are authors of newsgroup articles, and an edge exists between
two authors if one replied to the posting of another. As authors
and postings were never deleted, this data set always grows in
size. We selected the timeslices one through nine. This data
1. Details of the data sets and questions are presented in Sections 3.2
and 3.5 respectively.
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set grows from thirty-six nodes and thirty-five edges to sixty
nodes and sixty-eight edges.
The second data set, Vast, is a sample of the cell phone
communication network presented as part of the 2008 VAST
contest [19]. A node in this graph is a cell phone and an
edge connects two nodes if the two cell phones called each
other on a particular day. Vast is a selection from this data
set found to be particularly interesting by one of the VAST
contest participants [34]. We used the final nine timeslices
in the data set and randomly inserted and deleted nodes in
each of these timeslices. The number of nodes and edges in
this data set fluctuates between fifty-nine nodes and fifty-six
edges through to twenty-nine nodes and eleven edges.
The participants were not made aware of what Threads2
and Vast actually represented. While it would be interesting
to investigate the readability of evolving graphs within the
context of real-world domains, neither of our research ques-
tions were domain-specific. Thus, there was no need for the
domain to play any role in the experiment. We simply chose
two data sets each of realistic size and structure.
3.3 Interfaces
Animation and small multiples are the two conditions for this
experiment. In this section, we present the interfaces for each
of these conditions. No zooming, selection, or other forms
of interaction were allowed. The zoom level was fixed at the
same level for all tasks where all pertinent information was
visible.
3.3.1 Animation
The interface of the animation condition was similar to a
movie player and showed a smooth transition between times-
lices. The animation started playing automatically after a three
second pause so that the participants could read and under-
stand which question they needed to answer. Thus, animation
questions could be done without any interaction. A play/pause
button was also provided. Participants were instructed that, at
any time, they could stop the animation and drag the slider
forwards or backwards to play the animation forwards or in
reverse at the desired speed. In this condition, nearly the entire
screen is given to the animation window. When a vertex moved
between timeslices, its position was smoothly interpolated. If
a vertex or edge was added/removed from the graph in a
particular timeslice it faded into/out of the view. The interface
is shown in Fig. 1 along with a sample question.
3.3.2 Small Multiples
In the small multiples interface, each timeslice was placed
inside its own pane on the screen. The nine timeslices were
placed in a left to right then top to bottom order. The area
given for each pane of the interface was identical and about
a third of the width and height allotted for the single view
in the animation condition. Therefore, elements in the small
multiples view were smaller, but pertinent elements were still
visible. The participant could not interact with this display
and needed to scan the panes to read the dynamic graph. The
interface is shown in Fig. 2 along with a sample question.
3.4 The Mental Map
Graphael [12] is a dynamic graph drawing algorithm where the
degree of mental map preservation can be adjusted relatively
easily. In the algorithm, inter-timeslice edges exist between
nodes which represent the same node across timeslices. This
graph, containing all real edges and inter-timeslice edges, is
drawn once with a force-directed algorithm. If these inter-
timeslice edges are stiff, nodes stay in the same area of the
plane, while if they are loose, nodes move more freely.
In this experiment, we presented graph layouts that either
preserved the mental map or did not. For the series of
layouts that did not preserve the mental map, we drew each
frame independently with the force-directed algorithm used
by Graphael. For the series of layouts that did preserve the
mental map, we set the inter-timeslice edges to a value of
sixty. These relatively stiff inter-timeslice edges attempted to
keep the same node in approximately the same area of the
drawing in all the timeslices in which it was present. Thus,
the heuristic would drive the graph layout to move as few
nodes as possible as little as possible and attempt to preserve
graph shape. This value is approximately the same as the high
mental map condition presented in Purchase et al. [27]. An
example depicting the evolution of Threads2 under both of
these factors is shown in Fig. 3.
3.5 Tasks
Our research question should require that participants read
both the global and local structure of a dynamic graph. More
importantly, these questions must require that participants look
at all the timeslices. Questions for which the answer is found
earlier than the end of the animation are not suitable, because
the full evolution of the dynamic graph over time is not taken
into account. Taking into account the structural constraints of
Threads2 and Vast, we chose five questions. The questions
were posed in French, but we provide English equivalents in
this paper. Eight versions of each question, four for each data
set, were written.
The first question considers the evolution of node degrees in
the graph. The question is local, topology-based, and similar
to the types of questions posed in Purchase et al. [27]. Four
nodes were highlighted in different colours, and participants
were asked to select the colour of the node as the answer to
the question.
1) Node degree changes. One of the following questions
was asked:
a) Which node increases its degree over time?
b) Which node decreases its degree over time?
c) Which node keeps its degree constant over time?
We chose this question because it was local, depending on
the degree of nodes in the graph, and was similar to effective
questions presented in previous experiments.
The second question explored when nodes appear in the
graph. This question gauges if participants can see when nodes
are added or if nodes stay in the data set over time. Four
groups of three nodes were highlighted in different colours.
Participants were asked to select the colour of the group of
nodes as the answer to the question.
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Fig. 1. The animation condition. In the animation condition, nearly the entire screen was devoted to the full drawing
of the graph. A button at the bottom left of the screen allowed the participant to stop or play the animation at any
time. The slider could be dragged forwards or backwards by the participant to see how the animation evolves. The
question was shown in the upper right corner of the screen. When the participant thought they had the right answer,
the participant selected a radio button on the right and clicked valider ma réponse (or “confirm answer”). The transition
between timeslice one and two of Vast is shown, without mental map preservation.
2) Node appearance. One of the following questions was
asked:
a) Which set of three nodes appear together exactly
once?
b) Which set of three nodes are always present over
all time slices?
We chose this question as the appearance/disappearance of
nodes in a dynamic graph is one of the most basic operations
of evolving relational data.
Consequently, we test for the same property for edges that
appear in the data set. Four pairs of edges were highlighted
in different colours. Participants were asked to select the pair
of edges of the same colour as the answer to the question.
3) Which two edges appear together exactly once?
We chose this question for similar reasons to those cited for
the node appearance question.
In our fourth question, we test if the participant is able to
notice more global trends in the dynamic graph. Specifically,
the question tests if an overall growth in the number of nodes
in the data set is perceived. No nodes were highlighted and
the participant was asked:
4) In this data set, does the number of nodes increase,
decrease, remain constant, or fluctuate?
We chose this question because it was a global question
similar to an effective question used in Purchase et al. [26].
Finally, we test the readability of paths through a graph as it
evolves over time. This question is more of a global question as
it involves tracing a path through the graph from one coloured
node to another. Four pairs of nodes where highlighted in four
different colours. Participants were asked to select the pair of
nodes of the same colour as the answer to the question.
5) When a path exists between these pairs of nodes, for
which pair of nodes does the shortest path only de-
crease in length?
We chose this question because it was global and required
the participant to read both the nodes and edges of the graph to
find the answer. Also, a version of this question was previously
used in Saffrey et al. [29].
Our tasks can be categorized using the graph visualization
task taxonomy of Lee et al. [21]. In this taxonomy, questions
1 and 5 are topology-based tasks, requiring the participant
to read global and/or local topological structure. Question 1
would be a adjacency task and question 5 is a connectivity
task. As this taxonomy dealt with static graph layouts, ques-
tions 2 through 4 do not fit easily into this classification.
We highlighted the nodes pertinent to each question with
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Fig. 2. The small multiples condition. In the small multiples condition, nine small windows show the state of the graph
at each timeslice. The participant can scan the matrix, but no transitions between the timeslices are offered. The
question is shown in the upper right corner of the screen. When the participant believed they had the right answer, the
participant selected a radio button on the right and clicked valider ma réponse (or “confirm answer”). Vast, with mental
map preservation, is shown. The focus nodes for the question were highlighted in colour as shown.
colours, because we were interested in the effects of the factors
and conditions on graph readability. With this highlighting, we
eliminated any additional cognitive cost of searching for nodes
or reading labels. Also, keywords were presented in bold, so
that the participant could easily recognize each question.
We posed multiple choice questions based on the colour
of the highlighted nodes. Multiple choice is preferable to
asking participants to select graph nodes and edges directly
on the screen, because in the animation without mental map
condition, nodes often move rapidly. It would put these layouts
at a disadvantage in the experiment as there would be an
additional cost for the participant to indicate the answer.
3.6 Experimental Design
Both animation and small multiple conditions used a 2 (with
and without mental map) factor × 2 data set (Threads2 and
Vast) × 5 question within subject design.
The interface for each of the two conditions, animation and
small multiples, was demonstrated to the participants before
each condition. These demonstrations allowed participants to
ask questions, to find out about the experimental tasks, and to
see how the answers to the questions could be found.
The experimental procedure required that participants an-
swer all questions under one condition first, animation or
small multiples, followed by all questions under the other
condition. Therefore, any cognitive shift required to move from
one interface to another only occurred once. However, we
counterbalanced between participants by presenting the ani-
mation condition first to even-numbered participants and the
small multiples condition first to odd-numbered participants.
The participant could take a short break between experimental
conditions if desired.
There were twenty experimental tasks for each condition:
2 data sets, 5 questions, 2 mental map factors. Each of these
tasks were randomized for each participant and presented in
two blocks of ten tasks, separated by a short break. To help
overcome any learning effect, these two blocks were preceded
by a practice block of ten questions, selected randomly from
the set of experimental tasks, with each of the five questions
being asked twice in this practice block2. Participants were not
aware that this initial block of ten questions did not form part
of the experimental data collection. Each participant therefore
2. There was a possibility that participants could do the same version of
the question as practice and as experimental data, possibly benefiting from
learning. In the presented data, 2% of the 1120 experimental tasks were
correctly answered repetitions that were answered incorrectly during practice
tasks while 1% of the experimental tasks were incorrectly answered repetitions
that were correctly answered during practice tasks. This possible learning
effect seems to have a negligible influence on our results.
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timeslice 0 timeslice 2 timeslice 4 timeslice 6 timeslice 8
Without Mental Map Preservation
High Mental Map Preservation
Fig. 3. Threads2 evolution under the with and without mental factors. The top row shows the without mental map
version while the bottom row shows the mental map version. Only timeslices 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are shown.
completed a total of 60 tasks. We had four versions of each
question at our disposal, which allowed us to ensure that the
questions asked under the two mental map factors within a
condition were not identical.
Randomizing the order of the tasks for each participant and
including several practice tasks in advance of the experimental
tasks helped in countering any learning effect, whereby a par-
ticipant’s performance improves with practice independently
of the experimental condition.
The animations and small multiple displays were rendered
in real time using the Tulip framework [2]. For each task,
the participant had exactly forty seconds to answer, before
the next task was automatically displayed. This task time
of forty seconds was determined through pilot experiments
and was chosen taking into account task difficulty in order
to avoid floor and ceiling effects3. A time limit for each
task was necessary to ensure that the experiment would not
take too long (which would raise ethical concerns), while
still permitting a within-subjects design using a total of 60
tasks. The screen would flash briefly once when ten seconds
remained for the task, warning the participant that their time
was nearly up. The animation did not start playing until three
seconds had elapsed and took twenty-five seconds to play
all nine timeslices. This speed of animation was determined
through pilot experiments as a comfortable animation rate. At
any time, the participant could drag the slider at the bottom
of the screen to evolve the animation at his or her own
3. A ceiling effect occurs when the tasks are so difficult that the participant
error rate is uniformly high over all conditions, making it impossible to
determine if the condition has had any effect on performance. A floor effect
is similar, except that the tasks are so easy that the error rate is uniformly
low.
rate. The participants were given the list of questions at the
beginning of the experiment, and keywords for each question
were highlighted in bold text, allowing for easy identification.
For questions 1, 2, 3, and 5, the participant responded
by selecting a radio button corresponding to a colour and
committed their answer with a push button at the bottom of the
interface. Nodes pertinent to each question were highlighted
automatically in that colour for both conditions. For question
1, the colour indicated the nodes the participant should watch
for an increase, decrease or no change in degree. In questions
2 and 3, the colours corresponded to the nodes or edges that
needed to appear simultaneously exactly once. For question
5, the colours corresponded to the nodes between which the
shortest paths needed to be tracked. In question 4, no nodes
were highlighted. The participant was simply asked if the
number of nodes increased, decreased, remained constant, or
fluctuated.
Each experiment was conducted individually with the re-
searcher, and took approximately 50 minutes, including the
pre-experiment training, practice tasks, experimental tasks for
both experimental conditions, and post-experiment question-
naire.
4 RESULTS
Based on our experience in the pilot experiments, we antic-
ipated that using small multiples would prove to be faster
than animation, but were not sure whether it would be more
accurate. As previous experimental research has not shown
any conclusive benefit for preserving the mental map ([26],
[27], [29]), we were not expecting the mental map to influence
either the response time or error rate for both conditions.






















(b) Mean Response time (sec.)
Fig. 4. Mean response time and error rate, comparing
Small Multiples (SM) to animation3.
Our analysis was performed in two stages. First we con-
sidered the effect of our two conditions, small multiples
vs animation, as this was our primary research question.
Section 4.1 presents these results. We made no distinction
according to the use of the mental map in this analysis.
We then considered the effect of the mental map. In this
case, we separated our analysis according to the two conditions
as the user experience is very different in each. Section 4.3
describes the overall results under the animation condition,
while section 4.5 describes the results under the small multi-
ples condition. In both cases, we first considered the overall
effect and the effect for each question.
In all cases, as the data is not always normally distributed,
we used a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a
standard significance level α = 0.05 to determine statistical
significance between conditions. When splitting the data to
consider participant performance on individual questions, we
applied a Bonferroni correction, thus reducing the significance
level to α = 0.025 for this second-level analysis. When both
time and error data produced significant results, we performed
a correlation analysis over all participants and tasks to see
if there was a significant negative correlation, which would
indicate that more time led to more errors.
One participant was removed from the analysis because he
misunderstood two of the questions for half of the experiment.
Two more participants were removed due to very high error
rates, suggesting that they either misunderstood the tasks
or had little commitment to the experiment. Twenty-eight
participants were used in the results (24 male, 4 female).
Participants were not paid for participation.
4.1 Animation vs Small Multiples Overall
Fig. 4 shows the mean error and response time results when
comparing small multiples to animation. The small multi-
ples condition is significantly faster than animation (SM:26s,
Anim:31s; p≪ 0.05). No significant difference is found in the
error data.
3. In this and all subsequent bar charts, lines indicate where a significant
difference is found, and the mean value is written below each bar in the chart.
4.2 Animation vs Small Multiples by Question
Fig. 5 shows the mean error and response time results when
comparing small multiples to animation for each question.
• Question 1 – Node Degree:
– The small multiples condition is significantly faster
than animation (SM:27s, Anim:33s; p ≪ 0.025).
– No significant difference is found in the error data.
• Question 2 – Node Appearance:
– Small multiples is faster than animation (SM:25s,
Anim:30s; p ≪ 0.025).
– Small multiples produced more errors than animation
(SM:0.26, Anim:0.12; p = 0.007).
– The correlation between time and error is 0.264; as
this is not negative, it is not the case that faster
responses led to more errors (and vice versa).
• Question 3 – Edge Appearance:
– Small multiples is faster than animation (SM:23s,
Anim:30s; p ≪ 0.025).
– Small multiples produced more errors than animation
(SM:0.25, Anim:0.12; p = 0.021).
– The correlation between time and error is 0.290; as
this is not negative, it is not the case that faster
responses led to more errors (and vice versa).
• Question 4 – Graph Size:
– Small multiples is faster than animation (SM:29s,
Anim:21s; p ≪ 0.025).
– No significant difference is found in the error data.
• Question 5 – Paths:
– Small multiples is faster than animation (SM:34s,
Anim:35s; p = 0.024).
– No significant difference is found in the error data.
4.3 With Mental Map vs Without Mental Map: Anima-
tion
When analyzing the with mental map factor of the experiment,
the data is separated into the small multiples and animation
conditions. Dividing the data by condition before analysis
makes sense, because the participant experiences two very
different interfaces between with mental map under small
multiples and without mental map under animation.
Fig. 6 shows the mean error and response time results when
comparing with mental map to without mental map in the
animation condition. With mental map is significantly faster
than without mental map (MM:31s, NoMM:32s; p = 0.024).
No significant difference is found in the error data.
4.4 With Mental Map vs Without Mental Map: Anima-
tion by Question
Fig. 7 shows the mean error and response time results when
comparing with mental map to without mental map under the
animation condition for each of the five questions.
• Question 1 – Node Degree:
– No significant difference is found in the response
time or error data.
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Fig. 5. Mean response time and errors, comparing small multiples to animation, for each question.







































































































Fig. 7. Mean response time and errors, comparing with mental map versus without mental map under the animation
condition, for each question.
• Question 2 – Node Appearance:
– With mental map is faster than without mental map
(MM:29s, NoMM:31s; p = 0.016).
– No significant difference is found in the error data.
• Question 3 – Edge Appearance:
– No significant difference is found in the response
time or error data.
• Question 4 – Graph Size:
– With mental map is faster than without mental map
(MM:28s, NoMM:30s; p = 0.024).
– No significant difference is found in the error data.
• Question 5 – Paths:
– No significant difference is found in the response
time or error data.
4.5 With Mental Map vs Without Mental Map: Small
Multiples
Fig. 8 shows the mean error and response time results when
comparing with mental map to without mental map in the
small multiples condition. With mental map is significantly
faster than without mental map (MM:25s, NoMM:27s; p =
0.014). No significant difference is found in the error data.






















(b) Mean Response time (sec.)
Fig. 6. Mean response time and errors, comparing with























(b) Mean Response time (sec.)
Fig. 8. Mean response time and errors, comparing with
mental map versus without mental map in the small
multiples condition.
4.6 With Mental Map vs Without Mental Map: Small
Multiples by Question
Fig. 9 shows the mean error and response time results when
comparing with mental map to without mental map in the
small multiples condition for each of the five questions.
• All questions: No significant difference is found in the
response time or error data.
5 ANALYSIS
In this section, we present a summary of our findings in
relation to our primary and secondary research questions.
5.1 Small Multiples vs Animation
Our primary research question was which of small multiples
or animation is more effective for answering questions about
graphs that evolve over time.
Our data shows that it is faster to answer questions using
small multiples than animation for all five questions. In
addition, questions pertaining to the appearance of nodes and
edges produce fewer errors using animation.
TABLE 1
The presentation methods chosen by the participants as
most preferred overall and perceived to be the most








Q1 8 0 20
Perceived to be Q2 2 17 9
the most useful Q3 2 18 8
Q4 5 11 12
Q5 21 1 6
5.2 With Mental Map vs Without Mental Map
Our secondary research question was whether maintaining
the mental map between timeslices is effective for answering
questions about graphs that evolve over time, either as a small
multiples presentation or an animation presentation.
In the animation condition, we did find that preserving the
mental map was significantly faster than not preserving the
mental map overall and in two of the five questions: node
appearance and graph size. We did not find any significant
difference in terms of error rate. However, in all three cases
the improvement was no more than two seconds, which is
slight when compared to the total task time. Thus, preserving
the mental map had little effect on improving the readability
of dynamic graphs under the animation condition.
Overall, preserving the mental map was significantly faster
under the small multiples condition, but only by two seconds.
We did not find a significant difference in terms of error
rate. When divided by question, we neither found a significant
difference in terms of error rate nor in terms of response time.
Thus, preserving the mental map had little effect on improving
the readability of dynamic graphs under the small multiples
condition.
5.3 Survey Results
The twenty-eight participants completed a survey after the ex-
periment. In the survey, they were asked which interface they
preferred overall and to indicate which interface they perceived
to be the most useful for each of the five questions. Table 1
shows the number of times that the respective interfaces were
chosen as being the most preferred overall or perceived to be
the most useful for each question.
We anticipated that preference for a condition (Small Multi-
ples or Animation) and perception of a condition’s usefulness
would be related to the accuracy of the responses. Fig. 10
compares the subjective data from Table 1 with accuracy data.
It shows the percentage of participants who preferred each
condition to the overall task accuracy for each condition. The
figure also compares the percentage of participants who per-
ceived each condition as useful for each question to the accu-
racy for each question. There is insufficient data for statistical
analysis, but visual observation suggests a correlation between
preference/perception of usefulness and accuracy: thus, the
greater the number of participants choosing a condition as
preferred or useful, the higher the accuracy in that condition.
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Fig. 9. Mean response time and errors, comparing with mental map to without mental map under the small multiples
condition, for each question. No significant difference was found.
In the open comments section at the end of the survey, many
participants indicated that they found the experiment hard, and
would have liked more time to answer the questions. This
result was expected, since we designed the experiment to be
somewhat challenging.
Most participants watched the animation in its entirety be-
fore interacting with the interface. Many did not use the slider
in the animation condition or only used it to quickly verify
answers, because they felt pressed for time. Five participants,
however, used the slider systematically to answer all or a
subset of questions under the animation condition. Of the
subjects that used the slider, two of them reported that they
felt it allowed them to answer the questions faster.
A few participants thought that the dynamic graphs were
difficult to read. However, with the exception of question 5,
the data shows that they were sufficiently readable for more
than three-quarters of the tasks to be answered correctly.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Small Multiples vs Animation
Overall, small multiples was significantly faster than animation
in all cases. This significant difference in response time means
that it took the participants less time to scan the small multiples
display than to watch the full animation of the dynamic graph
before deciding on their answer. For the two questions where
animation was found to be beneficial in terms of error rate,
our data suggests that animation is a slower way to arrive at
a correct answer.
The two tasks where animation was shown to be more
accurate entailed detecting when nodes and edges appear
simultaneously in a dynamic graph. Determining the simul-
taneous appearance of edges and nodes is a task similar to the
space-time clusters of Griffen et al. [18], so this result seems
to be consistent with this work. Also, this result is consistent
with Ware et al. [33] as the nodes and edges that fade in
together have common movement. This result also suggests
that animated transitions between timeslices for a dynamic
graph series can be useful, as Tversky et al. [31], a strong critic
of the benefits of animation, suggests as a possibility. Our data
suggests that if accuracy is more important than response time
in tasks of this nature, animation should be used rather than
small multiples.
Looking at this result using the graph visualization task
taxonomy of Lee et al. [21], we see small multiples seemed to
perform better for topology-based tasks, but not significantly
so. However, animation performed significantly better in terms
of error rate than small multiples when the task was related
to the appearance of nodes or edges in the dynamic graph.
It may be that tasks that require the user to read topological
information in the graph are better handled by a small mul-
tiples approach, but tasks related to the dynamic evolution,
such as the nodes and edges added and deleted from the
graph, may be better handled via animation. However, further
experimentation is required to provide firmer evidence for this
conjecture.
6.2 With Mental Map vs Without Mental Map
When comparing the with mental map and without mental
map factors, we found hardly any difference for either the
animation or the small multiples conditions. These differences
amount to no more than two seconds for either condition.
Previous work on mental map preservation ([26], [27], [29])
has not shown strong evidence of a benefit when preserving
of the mental map in an animated evolving graph. Although
we did find a significant difference in terms of response time
when the mental map was preserved, this difference was small
when compared to the overall response time. Thus, our results
seem to be consistent with the findings of these studies.





























































Fig. 10. For each condition (Animation, Small Multiples, No Response/Neither) the participants’ preference/perception
of usefulness is the left hand bar, and task accuracy is the right hand bar.
6.3 Error Rates
The error rates in this experiment (12% to 34% when exclud-
ing question 5 (Paths) which suffered from a ceiling effect)
may appear high when compared with other HCI experiments
like Fitt’s law [13] and object selection experiments. However,
high error rates are common in the information visualization
experimental literature that evaluates the readability of dy-
namic graphs, animation, and small multiples (Purchase [26]:
55%; Saffrey et al. [29]: 15%-30%; Purchase et al. [27]:
approx 30%; Griffen et al. [18]: 30% for animation and 35%
for small multiples; Robertson et al. [28]: 40% for animation
and 30% for small multiples). Thus, the presented error rates
are typical for comparable experiments, and this variation in
the error can play an important role in identifying differences
between the two conditions.
6.4 Limitations
All experiments are limited by their parameters, and empirical
results are generalizable only within the scope of those pa-
rameters. While we have used real data sets, our two evolving
graphs are of a particular size, and larger or smaller graphs
may give different results. We chose a variety of different
tasks appropriate for reading an evolving graph and analyzed
our data separately according to these tasks: our conclusions
may not extend to tasks of a different nature. We enforced a
time limit of forty seconds for each task. This time was chosen
through pilot tests – long enough for the participants to have a
reasonable chance of getting the right answer, while not being
so long that the whole experiment would take an unreasonable
length of time. While some participants expressed the view
that they did not have enough time to answer the questions, the
overall accuracy rate of 69% (76% if question 5 is excluded)
showed that, in most cases, there was sufficient time for them
to find the correct answer. These accuracy rates are typical for
comparable experiments reported in the literature.
As our research questions were related to reading evolv-
ing graphs, we deliberately removed any visual search time
required to locate relevant nodes in our tasks by highlighting
them and exploiting the pre-attentive properties of colour [32].
Therefore, our results cannot be easily generalized to tasks that
also require that relevant nodes be identified.
Our definition of the mental map is restricted by the
definition used in the Graphael algorithm [12] and its force-
directed algorithm. These algorithms frequently place small
disconnected components on the periphery of the drawing.
These nodes tend to appear to move rapidly under the an-
imation condition because of the distance that they cover
between transitions. Other algorithms and other definitions of
the mental map [22] may produce different results.
During piloting, an animation speed that required twenty-
five seconds for the full animation to play was determined for
animation comprehensibility. This default animation speed was
chosen so that the participant did not spend time adjusting the
animation speed during the experiment. However, participants
were notified that they could use the slider at the bottom of
the screen to evolve the animation at their own rate. As two
participants found that the animation was too slow and many
participants rarely used the slider, the animation speed could
have been an area of potential bias in the experiment.
All but two of our participants had a mathematical or
computer science background. We do not see this demographic
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profile as a problem in the context of this experiment. As
our research questions relate to the understanding of evolving
graphs, some mathematical science background is helpful.
6.5 Future Work
There are several directions for future work in order to find
more generalizable results: using different (larger or smaller)
data sets, different questions, different definitions of the mental
map, different layout algorithms, or different participants.
Such experiments could extend the application of the results
presented here or indicate additional limiting parameters.
Four interesting issues that warrant investigation are:
1) The effect of visual search time. In most information
visualization tasks, the nodes and edges of interest
are not known in advance, and, therefore, cannot be
highlighted to support visual search. Including visual
search in an experiment similar to this one would make
the tasks more realistic. However, in order to ensure that
the experiment is still controlled for comparable task
difficulty between conditions, these tasks will need to
be defined very carefully.
2) Higher-level tasks. Our tasks asked questions about
low-level graph structure: degree, appearance, and paths.
High-level tasks, involving the understanding of clusters
and fully-connected sub-graphs, for example, can often
be more readily mapped to tasks that users typically
perform with dynamic graph drawing data. Although
there are some results on this topic (e.g. [26], [29]), it
would be interesting to extend this work into the small
multiples and animation context.
3) Alternative Graph Representations. Our study only
investigated node-link representations of dynamic graphs
and purely animation or small multiples interfaces. It
would be interesting to repeat such an experiment on
alternative graph representations, such as adjacency ma-
trices, or other types of interfaces which combine both
the animation and small multiples.
4) Dynamic graph drawings task taxonomy. The taxon-
omy of Lee et al. [21] does not extend to dynamic graph
drawing tasks, and reassessing it in the light of the tasks
used here and in previous evolving graph experiments
would result in a useful research tool.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an experiment that compared ani-
mation and small multiples interfaces for visualizing dynamic
graphs. Results showed that a small multiples approach was
significantly faster, but we found no significant difference in
the overall error rate. Animation had significantly fewer errors
than small multiples for detecting the appearance of specific
nodes and edges even though it was slower, suggesting that
if accuracy is more important than response time, animation
should be used in preference to small multiples on this type
of question.
In terms of the mental map, we found hardly any effect of
preserving the mental map. This seems to be consistent with
several previous experiments that used a definition of mental
map similar to the one we use here.
The results of this controlled experiment demonstrate the
importance of the choice of visual presentation method for
evolving graphs, according to the task to be performed, and
the relative importance of accuracy and response time. While
it is often assumed that an animation is the best presentation
method, our results suggest that small multiples should be
considered a more appropriate alternative in some cases.
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